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“Understanding Reserves” Book Launch 
Robert M. Nordlund, PE, RS   www.reservestudy.com 
Kevin Leonard, RS 

Miss the webinar? Watch it here. 

“Understanding Reserves” is a book based on over 30 years of experience 
serving thousands of associations of all shapes, types, and sizes.  

In 25 chapters, we take the reader through four sections:  

• Reserve Fund Basics 
• Reserve Study Basics 
• Understanding a Reserve Study 
• General Reserve Concepts 

While we go into much more depth on particular topics in our webinar 
curriculum and individual articles and eBooks on our website, this book 
compiles basic Reserve knowledge into a digestible, desktop reference. The 
book’s 25 chapters provide the reader with a working knowledge of Reserves 
and plenty of “aha” moments. If you are a board member, manager, or 
industry professional that wants or needs to know how to make decisions 
today that lead to an improved future tomorrow, this book is for you. We 
want your association to thrive. This book is yet one more tool to stack the 
odds of success in your favor.  

And if you’re eager for our help preparing a Reserve Study for your 
association, applying all these concepts, get a proposal by clicking here. 

 

 

 

 

February 17, 2021 

http://www.reservestudy.com/
http://www.reservestudy.com/
https://youtu.be/veetMCzPIDQ
https://www.reservestudy.com/webinars/
https://www.reservestudy.com/webinars/
https://www.reservestudy.com/resources/
https://www.reservestudy.com/rfp_form/rfp_form.php
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Webinar Questions about the Book 
 

Q: Can you show the Table of Contents? 

A: Yes – please see the Appendix in this Outline. 

 

Q: Does the book address the question of changed assumptions or changed strategies 
to reserve funding? (Our current board made some funding policy changes) 

A: The book addresses Funding Goals (Full, Threshold, Baseline), but not the effects of 
changing from one to another from one year to the next. Having a consistent Funding 
Goal is the first step towards attaining that goal. Establishing a multi-yr Reserve 
Funding Policy (see sample here) that doesn’t change with the whims of individual 
board members will be a great first step.  

 

Q: Does the book address the reserve requirements for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and 
FHA when it comes to Condominiums? 

A: On pg 97 we discuss these requirements in an example of an association that is “selling 
out”, and not focusing on providing for the needs of the association (which has the 
nice benefit of maximizing home values for the owners). But we don’t go into these 
requirements in detail. 

 

Q: We are in Florida and under Florida Statute 617 which means we must be non profit 
and unable to build up reserves.  Does the book address this?     

A: No, the book does not go into the nuances of individual state laws. We encourage 
readers to seek the opinion of local accounting and legal counsel on such matters. 
Please note that the IRS does not consider Reserves “profit”. Reserves are funds set 
aside to offset deterioration. Being “non-profit” does prevent the association from 
preparing for its own future. 

 

Q: How did you describe the content in Section 4 of the book? 

A: Section 4 is “General Reserve Topics”, which include Borrowing from Reserves, making 
decisions that differ from what is presented in your Reserve Study (made possible with 
the Association Reserves online calculator called uPlanIt), and an overview of laws and 
legislation affecting community associations and their boards (Business Judgment 
Rule, etc.). 

 

http://www.reservestudy.com/
https://www.reservestudy.com/resource/policies/sample-reserve-policy/
https://www.reservestudy.com/services/uplanit/
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Q: Is the book audience national or state-specific? 

A: National. 

 

Q: Does the price of the book include updates based on new laws? 

A: No. The book is the 2021 version. Since specific laws are not identified in the book, it 
is not instantly outdated when a new law is passed in a particular state. That said, we 
currently anticipate updating the book with a new version approximately every two 
years. 

 

Non-Book Questions 

 

Q: Could you talk about how a Reserve Study can impact a condo association... not just 
in terms of budgeting, but more in terms of how the association is perceived by 
banks, realtors, etc. looking to determine IF the association is financially viable? 

A: A Reserve Study is how a board finds the balance between ongoing deterioration of 
their common area assets and the size and growth of the Reserve Fund to provide for 
the inevitable expenses related to that deterioration. More buyers and Real Estate 
agents are looking for “adequate” or “strong” Reserves, indicating the association is on 
a financially sustainable trajectory. Banks are still generally looking for at least 10% of 
budget going towards Reserves (even though 15-40% is typically necessary). 

 

Q: Do your Reserve Studies take into account increased Cost of Compliance/newer 
building codes? 

A: Yes. Every Component “replacement” cost should include the full cost of the project, 
which may include disposal, permits, shipping, and code-related upgrades. New codes 
are often the cause of significant price estimate increases, another reason to regularly 
update your Reserve Study. 

 

Q: What is considered an average funded reserve study? What can happen if you are 
over funded (ex. 150%)?  

A: Please see this article, showing that most associations are in the “fair” range of 30-
70% Funded. If the association is significantly “surplus” funded (over 130% Funded), 
our recommendation is to gradually, and in a controlled manner, “under-Reserve” for 
a few years to bring the Reserve Fund down closer to 100% Funded. 

 

http://www.reservestudy.com/
https://www.reservestudy.com/resource/blog/how-much-are-adequate-reserve-contributions/
https://www.reservestudy.com/resource/article/how-can-we-compare-our-reserve-fund-to-other-associations/
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Q: Most reserve studies list item lifespan and cost, but no history of last replacement 
time and cost.  Why isn't this listed in the study output? 

A: That is unfortunate. Component history is not a disclosure required by National 
Reserve Study Standards. We can’t answer for our competitors, but the component’s 
“history” is typically disclosed in an Association Reserves report.  

 

Q: What is impact (on P&L, taxes, etc) of over reserving? 

A: Over-Reserving (creating a Reserve Fund well over 130% Funded) can draw the 
attention of the IRS, who may begin to consider some of those funds (taxable) “profit”. 

 

Q: What is the correct way to account for replacement of components that are unlikely 
to need complete replacement as a single unit, e.g., a fence (that is unlikely to 
deteriorate as a single unit) or roadway culverts.  We have 60 culverts; do we 
identify each individually on our component list? 

A: It is best practice to identify components separately that have different Useful Life or 
Replacement Useful Life estimates. I would doubt that you have 60 different 
Remaining Useful Life estimates for 60 different locations of the same asset. Group 
the ones together that have the same Useful Life and Remaining Useful Life (Culvert 
Replacements I, Culvert Replacements II, Culvert Replacements III, etc.). 

 

Q: Our residents have to pay both for the operating needs and the reserve needs.  I 
haven't seen anyone looking at the combined requirements when determining what 
the total assessment requirements are. Comments? 

A: Every owner should pay the ongoing cost of maintaining the association, which 
consists of Operational expenses and Reserve expenses. Total assessments are the 
combination of the two. Our job is to help the board clearly see and appreciate the 
size of Reserve contributions, often 15-40% of the total assessment.   

Q: What percentage funded is optimal for 30 years old building? 

A: It is optimal for any building to be 100% Funded. That is when the cash in Reserves is 
(roughly) equal to the $ value of Reserve component deterioration at the association. 
Both are small numbers for a new association, both can be large numbers for an older 
association. 100% Funded associations are on-track to being prepared for all their 
upcoming Reserve expenses, and statistics show they have a very low risk of special 
assessments.  

 

 

http://www.reservestudy.com/
https://www.caionline.org/LearningCenter/credentials/Documents/RS%20Designation%20National%20Reserve%20Study%20Standards.pdf
https://www.caionline.org/LearningCenter/credentials/Documents/RS%20Designation%20National%20Reserve%20Study%20Standards.pdf
https://www.reservestudy.com/resource/blog/how-much-are-adequate-reserve-contributions/
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Q: Why are HOAs deteriorating? 

A: Exposure to wear and tear (usage, the weather, …), and short-sighted board decisions. 

 

Q: What does the R.E. abbreviation stand for, and can HOA funds be co-mingled 
amongst components? 

A: R.E. typically stands for Real Estate, the field of buying, selling, and owning land or 
improvements to that land. In all associations, Reserve Funds should not be comingled 
with non-Reserve (Operational) funds. With respect to components, Reserve Funds are 
typically not designated towards specific components (with the exception of some 
associations in FL). The FL exception is for associations still calculating Reserve 
contributions using the Component (straight line) Method. In addition to not being 
favorable to the owners (see more here), the Component Method requires more 
accounting overhead (dispersing cash into all those different “accounts” and then 
tracking the cash balance in those different “accounts” throughout the year, even 
those funds are regularly redistributed at the end of the year). FL associations still 
using the Component Method should shift to Cash Flow at their earliest opportunity. 
The Cash Flow Method is a more effective and fairer way to prepare for exactly the 
same expenses.  

 

Comments about the Book 

 

1. I have participated in most of AR webinar presentations and have expressed my 
opinion that all Board members should listen. I have been advised I have more time 
on my hands than they. I purchased the book immediately upon notice. It is at my 
side, just like the 12th Edition of Robert's Rules. I am hopeful it will help me express 
the importance more than I have been able to do so thus far. Thank you for your 
tremendous efforts to educate us for the benefit of our Associations! 
 

2. I have skim-read the book and your Chapters 22 through the Conclusion is primary 
and appreciated!  Mahalo 

 

Thank you! (from Robert & Kevin) 

http://www.reservestudy.com/
https://www.reservestudy.com/resource/article/straight-line-vs-cash-flow-reserve-funding-2/
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